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The Year Two class family all returned back to school last week and it was so lovely to see all their 

smiling faces as they shared their news and talked to their friends again. 

The first lesson back in school was so exciting as we had a visitor come into class to talk to us about 

the Daily Mile. He was called Gary Young and after the talk he took us out to trial the Daily Mile on a 

route that had been planned by the Year Two children who had been in school during lockdown. We 

all ran at different paces but we all tried our own personal best. Even the teachers walked or ran 

around with us. We plan on taking part in the Daily Mile every day in school – imagine how fit we 

will be by the summer holidays!   

 



 

 



 

This week was also science week so we have been really busy scientists. We started by designing and 

testing materials to make a suitable coat for our cuddly toy animals. We looked and talked about 

Miss Watson’s dog’s coat first and our own knowledge of materials that we have learned in class. 

We decided that we needed waterproof material on the outside and a warm material on the inside. 

The coats were then tested with a pipette full of water to see if they were suitable and they all 

passed the test. Have a look at some of our designs. 

 



 

 



 

Year Two also investigated the question – Do larger hands grab more objects? What do you think – 

try it out be you might have to measure your hands first and see if you can grab large objects and 

small objects. You will also have to ensure you make the test fair. 

We have also started to learn information about plants and have set up an experiment to find out 

what cress need to grow. We are testing the seeds by putting them into different conditions. We  

put one tray in Miss Watson’s cupboard, another in the sunlight but we will not water them and the 

last tray we will put in the sunlight with water. Which ones do you think will grow the best? 

 



 

 



 

 



To end our busy week we made Mother’s Day cards for our lovely Mams who are always there for us 

and who we love dearly.  Take a look at the beautiful colours that we picked and the care that we 

put into them. We hope you all have a lovely relaxing day and put your feet up with a well deserved 

cup of tea! 

 



 

 


